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JMU will ask for
$13 million more
to fund all of the programs Virginia
colleges want.

by Christy Mumford
news editor

Parents on parade

SAM TYREfcOHE BREEZE

At Saturday's jam-packed Parents' Weekend football game
against the University of Massachusetts, more than 15,000
parents and students watched the Dukes slam the Minutemen
24-7 — and, of course, to do the wave.

JMU faces more cutbacks and a
freeze on new programs unless it gets
money soon, the Board of Visitors was
told Friday.
Dr. Linwood Rose, senior vice
president, said JMU is asking for
nearly $13 million in addition to its
$214 million allotment from the
General Assembly for the 1992-94
biennium. The request will be
addressed in the spring by the General
Assembly.
JMU is requesting the money to try
to recoup some of the losses from last
year's budget cuts due to the state
revenue shortfall.
Gordon Davies, the director of the
State Council of Higher Education for
Virginia, told the Board the damage
already done to Virginia colleges could
mean "the end of public higher
education as we've known it."
A grim future
Davies told the Board that JMU and
other colleges eventually may have to
raise tuition and fees up to 40 percent

10 years of AIDS
JMU educates during a grim anniversary
by Dorma Ragsdale
staffwriter

A little over 10 years ago medical authorities
discovered an unknown assailant that was creeping
into human bodies and weakening them to the point
of death.
The killer was later named Acquired Immune
Deficiency Syndrome, or AIDS. Today, 2,574 cases of
AIDS have been reported in the state of Virginia with
eight of those located in Rockingham County,
according to the Virginia Department of Health.
This week has been designated AIDS Awareness
Week by JMU. Though knowledge about AIDS and
the HIV virus which lead to it have become more
common, there is still much to be learned, said Nancy
Grembi, head nurse at the JMU Health Center.

"It's a matter of applying that knowledge about
HIV and believing in the importance of self health,"
Grembi said.
JMUt efforts to educate
One way to educate students at JMU this year will
be through a Health Center peer education program
titled "AIDS: An Equal Opportunity Disease." This
program is offered to any campus organization which
invites the Peer Educators to speak.
The Peer Educators will also have a display table at
the Warren Campus Center on Wednesday, Oct. 9. The
table will include information and gifts.
Also on Wednesday, the University Program Board
is sponsoring a 4 p.m. showing of "Buddies," one of
the first American-made films about AIDS, at
Grafton-Stovall.
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"We're at the point where consumers
will now begin to assume more and
more responsibility for their own
education," Davies said.
In response to Davies, Carrier said,
"It's sad to think I may have been
president for 21 years and now
presiding over [JMU's] last years in
decline."
Davies said he and Virginia college
presidents discussed ways to make up
the loss of funds, including putting
caps on enrollment, degrading the
quality of the colleges, taking money
from other state programs, and raising
tuition — all these options were found
to be "unacceptable."
Carrier and other college presidents
are pinning their hopes on the approval
of a general obligation bond issue. If
approved by the General Assembly and
voters, bonds would be sold by the
state to fund building projects across
the state, including the new College of
Integrated Science and Technology at
JMU.
BUDGET page 2
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Budget
CONTINUED from page I
But Davies said bond issues have only been
approved twice in the 20th century and arc regarded as
"almost religious occurrences."
And if slate colleges don't gel that extra money,
Davies said, they will be unable to accommodate a
surge of students who will be ready to enter college in
2000.
Virginia took the second most severe cut in the
country to higher education last year, Davies said.
And he said the evidence of those cuts is immediate
and startling:

JMU's Budget Wish List
l hese programs are part •<! a budget addendum submitted to the General Assembly. JMl
iv asking i(if state fw an additional $ I > million to fund programs they were unable to pas
jm m theii regulai budget. However, Dr. Limvood Rose, u'liioi rice president, iaid IM(
probabh ml! not gel nil the funds requested.
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To Be Funded
mam
Conversion of
Academic Part Time Faculty

• Last year Tidewater Community College bought
no new books for their library.
• George Mason University undergraduates take an
average of 9.7 semesters to graduate, a direct result of
the unavailability of required classes.
• Radford University lost 18 faculty members last
year to higher-paying, out-of-state jobs.

tttr Literacy
College of
Integrated Science & Technology

Library Technology

To avoid similar consequences, JMU has requested
the additional SI3 million from the state. The highest
percentage of this money would fund the conversion
of some part-time faculty to full-time positions.
CurrcnUy 15 percent of all courses are taught by parttime faculty.
Other programs funded by the addendum include:
• Planning for the new College of Integrated
Science and Technology

Center for Study of Alcohol &
Other Drug Abuse

Gordon Davies
SCHEV director
• Curriculum development of the Center for the
Study of Communications Systems, Interdisciplinary Science, and the College of Integrated
Science and Technology
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Budget cuts could
mean/The end of public
higher education as we've
known it."
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515,000
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Public Safety Enhancements

Other
GRANT JERDING/THE BREEZE

• Improved library technological services
• Continuation of JMU's computer literacy
program
• Continuation of the Madison Institute for
Interdisciplinary Studies, originally funded by a
SCHEV grant
• Beginning the Academy for Excellence in
Teaching
• Creation of a Communication Laboratory to
increase and evaluate communication skills for liberal
studies students
• Hiring of visiting faculty from foreign countries,
and establishing a full-lime international education
directory and one support staff position
• Establishing the Center for the Study of Alcohol
and Other Drug Abuse for consultation with campus
groups
• Automation of crime reporting data to meet
federal requirements, provide more police dispatch

support, and expand number of radio bands
• Provide computer equipment for faculty offices,

"It's sad to think I may
have been president for 21
years and now presiding
over [JMU's] last years in
decline."
Ronald Carrier
JMU president
give computer animation equipment to corporate
media and visual communication concentrations, and
provide system to digitize the fine arts slide collection
• Begin the Center for Experiential Learning to
improve internship and career opportunities.

Corrcctioas
There is no three-year limit on renewable
contracts for JMU's part-time faculty, according to
Dr. Richard Whitman, dean of the college of fine
arts and communication.
Thursday's Breeze was incorrect when it
reported that JMU's pan-time faculty members
were contracted on an annual basis for only up to
a limit of three years.
Also, according to Mike Way, university
judicial coordinator, JMU is not working on
specific date rape policy.
Under a federal law passed last year, victims of
date rape will be informed of the outcome of
judicial hearings at JMU, Way said.
A house editorial in Thursday's Breeze
incorrectly stated that JMU was working on a date
rape policy, and that rape victims had no right to
know the outcome of judicial proceedings.
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Dukes' mystery mist: nothing but water
by Wendy Morgan
staff-writer
It's happened to everyone — you're innocently
walking past P.C. Dukes when something wet
suddenly hits you, followed by the smell of burger
grease. What is this stuff?
A couple weeks ago, senior chemistry majors Lori
Brock and Chris French collected and analyzed it.
Their conclusion?
"For the given date, the given time and the given
sample that we obtained, and considering the methods
of analysis, the limit of the concentration of
hydrocarbon non-gaseous in the sample was below
the detectable limits of our instruments," French said.
In other words, it's water.
"The mystery mist is no longer a mystery," Brock
said.
Their findings dispel the infamous myth of the
flying grease from Dukes.
"I thought it was burger grease all this year,"
French said. "It's attached to the back of a restaurant,
it's spewing out mist and it's landing on everybody as
you go by."
In reality, the water and the smell of grease come
from two entirely different sources.
The water comes from the cooling tower for P.C
Dukes. Pipes shoot water down into the radiator as a
fan blows air up the opposite way. The result is the
billowing mist
And the smell comes from a separate vent for the
grills.
"The mist and the vent, the stuff coming out of
both those two separate units, hit you at the same
time," Brock said. "It appears as if it's the liquid thai
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smells."
The sample was collected on Sept. 19 in a beaker,
cleaned and dried in an oven and treated with a special
calcium sulfate compound to eliminate atmospheric
moisture that might have skewed the results. It was
inverted to collect the spray and covered until the
analysis process.
Because equipment was down, Brock and French
were forced to wait until the following Monday to
test it. Meanwhile, the "stuff" was stored in a cold
room in an EPA high-purity glass vial to avoid
contamination.

Two instruments were used for the analysis. The
first was a Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy, or
FT-IR. This tested for grease and water. Only water
was delected.
The second was a Carbon-13 Fourier Transform
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance spectroscopy, or C-13
FT-NMR. This was used to determine if carbon atoms
(always found in grease) were present None were
found
And it had to be done. After all, the idea of being
barraged with grease is "sort of disgusting," Brock
said.

Business building named
after contributor Showker
Outstanding parent
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Vandervennet
off Newport News, Va. receive the
Outstanding Parent Award from their
son Craig before Saturday's football
game. Craig wrote the best essay for
the second annual contest sponsored by
JMU Student Ambassadors.
"My parents have inspired me both
individually and mutually through thenactions, their words, and the manner in
which they have unselfishly given of
themselves throughout my life," he
wrote. Through the years they have
always been beside me to give me
financial support, moral support, and
most importantly their love."

VASHA HUNT/THE BREEZE

by Christy Mumford
news editor
JMU's Board of Visitors named the new College of
Business building Zane Showker Hall Friday in honor
of the Harrisonburg businessman and JMU supporter.
President Ronald Carrier said Showker deserved the
honor for his "outstanding contributions to the
university" and the new building. The Board's
resolution said JMU "has made enormous advances
toward achieving the goals of the College of Business
with the continual personal and financial assistance
and support of Mr. Showker."
Showker helped fund the Center for
Entrepreneurship and established the Zanc D.
Showker Scholarship Award and the Samuel Duke
Athletic Scholarship.
The $10 million building has about 95,000 square
feel, containing the whole College of Business.
Showker, the chairman emeritus of Sysco Food
Services, served on the JMU Foundation Board and
the College of Business Advisory Board. He also has
been president of the Harrisonburg/Rockingham
County Chamber of Commerce.
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Policelot
Campus police reported the following:

observed by police on the pedestrian plaza at
12:41 p.m. Oct. 2.
The individual was taken into custody by police,
returned to the center and advised not to return to
campus.

Assault and Battery

Stolen Payroll Check

by Dave Fields
police reporter

• Pi Kappa Phi fraternity members Martin B.
Hickey III, 19, of Alexandria, and Gary C. Long,
21, of Harrisonburg, were charged with assault
and battery after they allegedly assaulted a
non-student who was visiting the fraternity house
at 2:55 a.m. Oct. 4.
The incident was reported by the non-student
victim to the Rockingham Memorial Hospital
emergency room staff and officers with the
Harrisonburg City Police, who in turn notified
campus police.
Threat of Bodily Harm, Trespass Notice
Served
• A former employee of the university was
stopped in traffic by Harrisonburg City Police and
was served with a trespass notice by campus
police after the individual allegedly made threats
against a current employee on campus at 2:44
a.m. Oct. 4.
A trespass notice is a warning of trespass and
involves no charges.

Suspicious Person
•

A client of the community services center was

• A bank stop order was placed on a paycheck
not received by a university employee at 9 a.m.
Sept. 16. The check is reported as having been
stolen, and an investigation into the matter
currently is underway.

Check Forgery
• A check was discovered to have been forged
at the campus branch of 1st American Bank
sometime between 9 a.m. and 6 p.m. Sept. 16
after the victim's account was discovered to have
been overdrawn by the transaction.

Petty Larceny
• $1.65 in cash reportedly was stolen from an
unlocked desk in the Harrison Hall Annex
sometime between 5 p.m. Sept. 30 and 11 a.m.
Oct. 1.
• $76 in cash reportedly was stolen from a wallet
mistakenly left in an office in the Education
Building sometime between 6:30 p.m. Oct. 1 and 8
a.m. Oct. 2. The wallet was recovered.
• $30 in cash reportedly was stolen from the
wallet of a non-student guest in Eagle Hall
sometime between 5 and 6 p.m. Sept. 28.

Trespass Notices Served
• Two non-student males and a non-student
female were issued trespass notices in Z-lot at
10:55 p.m. Oct. 2.
A trespass notice is a warning of trespass, and
involves no charges.

Bad Checks
• A student was charged judicially at 10:30 p.m.
Oct. 2 with writing several bad checks at various
campus locations. The student made restitution for
the checks and was referred to the judicial council.
Grand Larceny
• A General Electric brand JE640J model
microwave reportedly was stolen from Converse
Hall sometime between 6 p.m. Sept. 30 and 10:30
p.m. Oct. 2.
i ,

Service of Warrant for Other Agency
• Student Catherine A. Whitaker, 21, of
Washington, D.C., was served with a warrant by
campus police at 1224 p.m. Oct. 3 for the
Harrisonburg City Police, who charged Whitaker
with writing bad checks.

Drunk in public charges since Aug. 24: 46

Come to the news staff meeting tonight at 5 p.m. in
the Breeze offices, basement of Anthony-Seeger Hail
i KISII M\m itvc.i is
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Market Square East
Open 7 Days a
Week
564-0416

Buy 7 Bagels
Get 3 FBEE!

October Specials
Halloween Cards, Candy &
Novelties to Satisfy and Spook You

EXP. Oct 15/91

tUrkey Provotone
with Lettuce and tomato
Potato or Macaroni salad
Just $2.99
m
What About Homecoming?
Party Bagels Catered
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Boss' Day Oct. 16
Don't forget Cards - Balloons Flowers & More
Save 209
AHPoptarts
reg. $2.19 each

Call us for all your
Save 209
gift needs x3922 32 oz Elliotts Juices
Balloons - Flowers
reg. $1.79 each
Novelties and
Decorations
-»5i»

open
m-f 7 am - mid.
s&s 9 am - mid.

Offer Expires
10/13/91
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Cancer Society to jail 'Burg residents:
Jail and Bail will be held Oct. 22 through 24 at the
Valley Mall from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. to raise $20,000
for the Harrisonburg/Rockingham Unit of the
American Cancer Society.
Participants can put someone behind bars for $25.
An arresting officer will go to the home or office of
the "wanted" person. If they agree, they will be taken
to jail in handcuffs.
Bail is set by the presiding judge. Prisoners raise
money by calling friends and family to make pledges
to ACS. If you're interested in putting someone
behind bars, call Jeannie Picardi at 434-3360.

Fast Food Facts

Tiring of the same old hamburger? Well, apparently the fast food restaurants are too.
Recently, major restaurant chains have been testing new recipes for their menu. If these new
foods sound strange, consider that the Egg McMuffin, RletOfish and the famous Big Mac all
started as experiments.
McDonald's
McPepperoni
breakfast burrito
Pizza?
began as a test
food
in El Paso,
Other experimental
Texas
menu Items include
olive burgers by Burger
King, popcorn in
Burger King's Florida
restaurants, KFC's
broiled chicken,
McHoagie sandwiches
in Washington, D.C,
and McDonald's entry
into pasta entrees with
dinners such as
lasagna, spaghetti and
fettucine alfredo.
Hot Dog

Mc Nuggets?
Source: USAToday,August 1991

!

Postdoctoral fellowships for minorities:
The Ford Foundation is offering 25 postdoctoral
fellowships for minorities. The application deadline is
Jan. 10. For application materials, write The
Fellowship Orfice, National Research Council, 2101
Constitution Avenue, Washington, D.C. 20418.
BACCHUS promotes designated drivers:
During National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness
week Oct. 13 through 19, BACCHUS will be
kicking off a program that supplies free non-alcoholic
beverages to designated drivers. Wristbands and cups
will be used to identify the designated driver.
Currently a BACCHUS committee is working to
obtain corporate sponsorship and local establishments
will be participating. BACCHUS expects the
program to be self-supporting, but they arc asking for
a $10 donation from each organization to initiate the
program. Contributions can be sent to BACCHUS,
P.O. Box 5091. For more information, call Jcri Lynn
at 568-7321.

African internship offered by Visions:
Visions in Action is offering internships in urban
Africa. The 1991-92 program offers both one-year and
six-month internships in five different African
nations. Interns work for a variety of development
organizations, nonprofit organizations, health clinics,
research institutions and newspapers.
To receive an application, write to Visions in
Action, 3637 Fulton Street NW, Washington, D.C.
20007 or call (202) 625-7403.
CSC sponsors blood drive:
The Commuter Student Council is sponsoring an
American Red Cross Blood Drive Wednesday, Oct. 9
in the PC. Ballroom from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. Sign up
for appointments in the Commuter Lounge in the
Warren Campus Center.
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the country's most sweeping AIDS notification law,
Gorbachev promises nuclear cuts:
Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev pledged requiring health care providers with the virus to tell
Saturday to eliminate or withdraw all land and patients who may have been infected.
Only patients who have undergone invasive
sea-based short range nuclear weapons in
procedures must be told they are at risk. If infected
response to the recent U.S. arms cut initiative.
Gorbachev also called for negotiations with workers fail to make the notification, the stale will do
it for them.
U.S. President Bush to reduce the
The law also requires patients
long-range, strategic missile and AROUND THE GLOBE £
with the virus to notify medical
bomber arsenals by almost half.
workers who may have been
The cuts also included
exposed.
reducing the Soviet armed forces
by 700,000 and suspending
Plane crash kills 132
nuclear tests for a year.
Indonesians:
An
Indonesian
military
Bush Quayle set campaign
transport
plane
carrying
airmen
kickoff:
who
had
just
participated
in an
President Bush and Vice
President Quayle plan to kick off <? aaoiD am QM/IOHV Armed Forces Day ceremony
crashed shortly after takeoff
their 1992 re-election campaign
Saturday, killing all 132 aboard,
with a fund-raiser Oct. 30 in
Houston, the president's legal residence. military officials said.
The C-130 Hercules transport crashed and
according to officials.
The fund-raiser is the first of as many as 10 exploded about two miles south of a Jakarta airport.
planned for this fall in an attempt to collect Witnesses said the plane plowed into a government
enough contributions to qualify for matching training center as it crashed, also killing a security
guard on the ground.
federal funds in the primary season.
75,000 rally against new tax in
Connecticut:
More than 75,000 Connecticut residents rallied
Saturday in Hartford against a new state income
tax, hanging Gov. Lowell P. Weicker (I) in effigy
and chanting "ax the tax."
The rally, the largest political rally in
Connecticut history, came days after residents
began seeing the 4.5 percent personal income tax
reflected in their paychecks.

Iranian agency says possible exchange
set:
Iran's official news agency reported Saturday that
Israel plans to free a group of Arab detainees in
exchange for a Western hostage, possibly an
American.
But Israel's chief hostage negotiator, Uri Lubrani,
said Friday the Jewish state wouldn't release any
more Arab prisoners until it has a full accounting of
its servicemen missing in Lebanon.

AIDS law signed in Illinois:
Illinois Gov. Jim Edgar signed late last week

Source: The Washington Post, Oct. 6,1991
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tfP-rs Mob
PET SITTING SERVICE

$1.00 OFF/Day with Ad
First Time Clients Only
Providing professional,
loving care to pets
in the comfort
and security
of their own home
while you're away.

CALL 434-8470
Licensed. Bonded. & Insured
Expires 11-30-91
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crew

IheJCPenney Styling
Salon at Valley Mall
wishes to announce the
appointment o/Sondra
Trice as Salon Stylist.
Sandra specializes in
ethnic hair weaving and
baircutting. She has been
a licensed stylist for 5
years.
JCPtmmty Styling Smlom I Vatttj Matt
For appointments call 432-0220

SHutS£y»^9am-8p-m-

Maybe you've heard
being die best
is good enough.
Maybe you knowbetter.
At Bell Atlantic Information Systems, wc always keep our eyes open for people like
you. People who understand that to succeed requires doing your best... and then
topping it.
You'll have that chance at Bell Atlantic Information Systems where the values of
integrity, excellence, respect and trust, individual fulfillment and profitable growth and our
commitment to quality have made us a leader in information technology. We provide the
information processing needs for Bell Atlantic, a $25 billion, Fortune 300 company internationally recognized as a leader in information and communications management.
At Bell Atlantic Information Systems we do more than just the corporate books.
Besides accounting and financial systems written in COBOL and running on huge mainframes, we develop systems using the latest 4GL's, CASE tools, and state-of-the-art architectures. We're using UNIX and Object-Oriented design and programming.
We attribute our success, in part, to our unified corporate vision. One that supports
team play, encourages risks, insists on individual accountability and focuses on priorities.
We provide abundant resources and support as well as an encouraging environment. If
these things are important to you, it's about rime you talked to us about a career in Bell
Adantic Information Systems. We think you'll like what you hear about your future in our
dynamic, high tech environment.
Bell Atlantic offers competitive salaries with the potential for bonuses, an excellent
benefits package, and the opportunity to go beyond your best.
For more information about Bell Atlantic Information Systems career opportunities
and on-campus interviews, contact your career placement office. Affirmative Action/Equal
Opportunity Employer.

*
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More than not eating meat

Vegetarians must strive for balance
by Herri Shea
staff writer
Many
people think
being
a
vegetarian
simply means
not
eating
steak, but this
is a common
misconception.
"A fair number of those claiming to be
vegetarians will eat fish and white
meat, but they arc not true
vegetarians," said Michelle Garand,
JMU's Food Services dietitian.
There are four types of vegetarians:
vegan, lacto, ovo and lacto-ovo.
"Most of the vegetarians here at JMU
are lacto-ovo," Garand said.
Vegans, the most restrictive group,
eat only fruits, vegetables and grains.
They will not eat anything made with
animal products. Laclos will eat fruits,
vegetables, grains and all dairy
products. Ovos will eat the same as
lactos except instead of dairy
products, they eat eggs. Lacto-ovos
eat both milk, eggs and food from the
other three food groups.
Most people become vegetarians to
improve their health. But, vegetarian
Traci Martin, a lacto-ovo, has had a
hard time being a vegetarian.
"Becoming a vegetarian is a much
more serious decision than most
people think," she said. "I've become
anemic, my legs have swollen due to
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lack of protein, my nails and the skin
around them have become brittle, and
my hair started to fall out! Don't think
by just eating veggies and beans,
you're fine."
Abstaining from eating meat and
adopting a high fiber, low-fat diet
prevents cancer and maintains the
heart. But Garand said eating meat
occasionally is not a problem.
People need the nutrients in meat.
"Vegetarians need to get the proteins
and nutrients missed in meats,"
Garand said. 'They need to pay more
attention to complementary proteins."
A few ways to make up for
incomplete proteins is eating nuts,
beans, rice, corn tortillas and peanut
butter with wheat bread.

Vegetarians need to make sure they
are getting proper amounts of calcium,
iron, zinc and vitamin B-12. Calcium
and zinc can be found in other foods,
but most vegetarians, especially
women, need to take vitamin
supplements for iron and B-12.
Vegetarian Karen Lane is careful
about getting the right nutrients.
"For me, cooking my own food is
the best way to make sure I'm getting
the nutrients I need," she said.
If vegetarians are not conscious of
what they are missing, serious health
problems can result.
Lacto-ovo Kristy Huletl stressed
the learning process that goes with
being a vegetarian, "The longer I'm a
vegetarian, the more I learn about

what I'm putting into my body. I've
taught myself how to get the proteins 1
need, but I'm still learning."
Martin suggested that vegetarians
read up on the subject and "make a
conscious effort to give your body
what it needs."
Another reason for becoming a
vegetarian is concern for the treatment
of animals, Garand said.
Huletl agreed. "Learning about
how poorly some of the animals arc
treated and the chemicals put into
them puts a bad taste in my mouth,"
she said.
"I've had a problem eating meal
all my life because just the thought of
eating a creature that used to run and
play bothers me," Martin said.
Another alternative for vegetarians
who eat on campus is the Steakhouse.
There should be a new veggie entree
located there this semester.
Nancy Carrier, manager of
Steakhouse, said Food Services is still
researching vegetable options. "We
want to get something all vegetarians
can eat. We're trying out cheese
ravioli, vegetable lasagna, and one
other item." she said.
The steakhouse hopes to be able to
advertise this option this week.
Students will continue to wait for
the vegetarian line at D-Hall. Michelle
Garand said the new line should open
Oct. 21. "We'll have entrees for all
groups of vegetarians. However,
offering variety is our biggest
problem," she said.

Alcohol Awareness Week: sobering facts demand action
by Jennie Carroll
staff writer
A 1991 Gallup poll reports that about 85 to 95
percent of college students in the United States
consume alcohol regularly. Thai's why, starting Oct.
13, promoters of Alcohol Awareness Week will be
addressing the effects of drinking on students at
JMU.
The sobering facts are that of all college drinkers,
20 to 25 percent will have alcohol-related problems,
and one out of every ten will become alcohol
dependent.
Alcohol has been proven to lead to brain damage,
and drinking loo much can lead to crimes, such as
date rape. Alcohol also accounts for 90 percent of the
vandalism on college campuses. The number-one
killer of people between the ages of 18 and 24 is
drinking and driving, and last year between July and
September 3,729 people between the ages of 15 and
24 died after alcohol-related automobile accidents.

Participation in this week's programs is structured
to raise awareness about alcohol and the grim
statistics, and respond to alcohol problems at JMU.
As Krissy Wciscnfils, BACCHUS co-chairwoman
said, "Alcohol is not necessarily evil. It depends how
you choose to use it"

"Alcohol is not necessarily
evil. It depends on how
you choose to use it."
Krissy Weisenfils
BACCHUS co-chair woman
A committee consisting of members of
BACCHUS, the Office of Residence Life, the Office
of Recreational Activities, the Health Center, the
Counseling Center, the student group Substance
Abuse Prevention Efforts and JMU's Panhellenic
___

Council have been meeting since the summer to put
together an informative week for JMU students.
The goal of the national collegiate effort is to
"increase awareness, and try to improve and promote
responsible drinking, if a person is going to drink at
all," said Nanci Grcmbi, assistant director lor health
education and wcllncss promotion. She said the
programs on campus arc designed to "encourage all
different groups of people to participate in some of
the activities, if not all of them."
The week's theme is 'That's what friends arc for."
And through events like the Second Annual Mockiail
party Monday at 5 p.m. and the Nature Trail
Run/Walk Wednesday at noon, the program is
designed to bring people from different backgrounds
together to make a statement about positive ways of
dealing with alcohol problems.
Dr. Marcia L. Ball, professor of health sciences,
ALCOHOL page 9
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Things are changing; Come and see why.
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1235-F Devon Lane

Professionally
managed by
Snyder Hunt

Harrisonburg

432-1001
M-F 9am-5pm

CROSSING

Get snaked at Hank's
Wild Boar, Alligator, Buffalo,
Rattlesnake, Venison, Rabbit
We're offering you some wild game meats in addition to
our regular menu. No endangered species here; all Of them
governmentinspected. And they're available only for a
hmltedtiroe.
Game meats are leaner and more strongly flavored than
farm-raised meats. They have to be slow-cooked to tenderize
and so their full flavor will develop. How do they taste? Not
sure we can answer that. How does beef taste? Or pork?
Hard to say exactiy. Ycni have to try it to know.
Wild Boar- a full flavor best set off with fruit, and that's how
we serve it, with good Shenandoah Valley apples and rich
; gravy.-;.'
A Higator- has a surprisingly mild flavor for such a mean
cuss. SloW-smOked chunks of meat in a Florida orange
flavored sauce.
Buffalo- the reddest red meat, like beef, only more. Served
with a red whiskey sauce. The original prairie barbecue.
Rattlesnake- lots of bones but tasty. Simmered in a broth,
sk>w-Smoked and served with a South western-style cactus
fruit sauce.
Venison- marinated, basted while smoking, men served with
a classic hunter's sauce with black currants and juniper
berries. :
Rabbit the smoothest tasting wild meat. Smoked and basted
with a lightly spicy glaze.
We'll even give you a certificate with your name, the date
and what you ordered - good for framing - to prove you had
unusual wild game meat
Are you game for an adventure? Your choice of any wild
game platter -$i2,$5. But, wltehthey^gone,it^6^er.
Don't miss your chance.

ffMk's Hunting Season Wild Game Festival
Only at flank's Barbeque at the Cloverieaf Shopping
Center, Tuesday through Sunday from 5 prauhtU closing.
From now until we run out. Git it while the gittm^s good.

See You at Hank's

iimwror

CoMiHttngty

BuylgetlfFYEE
Pork BBQ
Sandwich
until October 31

Judl Sours
Owner

It's our 3RD BIRTHDAY at our
Market Street location! And we
are CELEBRATING with a new
look...
...a new look at the
PROFESSIONALS
who help take care of your
look.

...a new look in our
name, THE STUDIO"
// reflects our goal of
providing sen/ice tor the
different elements of how
you look. We offer.

Robin Ctmxfr

• PERMS
body perms, spiral waves and selected perms for
individual hair types
• HAIRCUTS
styling and design
• MANICURES AND PEDICURES
nail care, parafln dips and moisturizing
• COLOR
highlighting, refreshing natural
tones, providing new color
• FACIALS
improving circulation and
skin tone.
Service, quality and comfort are still to
befound-everyvlsit-at The Studio.
Come hi and join the staff ...celebrate
our birthday

The New Hank's Barteque
Cloverieaf Shopping Center
433-34&

CtmylMn

...and be the BEST you can be—
Experience The Studio!!

AHUcyn

THE

Alcohol

Anorexia & Bulimia

CONTINUED from page 7

said it is important to remember that
this statement is "not to say that
people aren't going to drink ever
again, but that they are aware and
willing to look at the problems with
alcohol."
BACCHUS has taken a large part
in promoting the program. The
student-run organization aimed at
alcohol responsibility and education is
displaying posters which will
emphasize the not-so-glamourous side
of drinking. "'The night belongs to
Michelob,' but nobody ever says
anything about the morning after,"
Weisenfils explained. These posters
will, she said. BACCHUS is also
responsible for a large amount of the
funding and organizing of events such
as the Mocktail party and the Iron
Hoops Tournament
Another vital aspect of Alcohol
Awareness Week will be the weeklong alcohol-free pledge, headed by
S.A.P.E. The pledge is aimed at
students and faculty alike, and

MOMW, OCTOBER 7,1991 »9

A Free Health Education Seminar for Women
^

THAT'S WHAT

Anorexia and Bulimia are eating disorders
that affect many young women. This seminar
will help participants to understand these
eating disorders, recognize the need for help,
and identify sources of support and treatment.
Speaker: Jane C. Pirooz, EdS, LPC

Wednesday October 16

BACCHUS

COURTESY OF BACCHUS

S.A.P.E. hopes to receive widespread
response. To pledge, individuals must
sign a pledge card, found in today's
Breeze. After pledging lo abstain from
alcohol for the week, pledges will
receive a pin with the That's what
friends are for" logo on it Throughout
the week, there also will be spotters
giving out prizes to those wearing the
button.

Come TO

THE Focus ON • • •
MEETING TONIGHT AT 5 P.M. IN THE
BREEZE OFFICES.

College of Business
Copy Center
On-Campus convenience Reductions
Fast Service
Enlargements
Transparencies
Fliers
Resumes
Newsletters
Binding Capablilites
Posters
Fluorescent Paper Convenient Hours

BLUE
RIDGE

7PM

WOMEN'S
HEALTH
CENTER

2350 Port Republic Road
Harrisonburg
(NEW LOCATION • 1.7 MILES EAST OF 1-81)

Don't Miss Upcoming Programs
Oct 23
Oct V)
Nov 6

Open House 1-7 PM
Fit or Fat: Exercise & Weight Loss
Infertility: Options for Couples

SEMINARS ARE FREE. CALL TO REGISTER IN ADVANCE.
USE LOWER LEVEL ENTRANCE.

pf0nmmMPHH—i

_ 10/8
TUESDAY

10/9
WEDNESDAY

Introducing...

T.G. ARMADILLOS

We Accept Flex Accounts!

M'Th 7 am ^9pm
Fri 7 am -8 pm
Sat 9 am *5 pm
Sun 12 pm <6 pm
Located in Room 243 in the
College of Business Building

r^DAILY
PLANET
"o those
crazyguysT

BIO 1 YEAR ANNIVERSARY
CELEBRATION
LOTS X> FOOD AND
ALL DAY!
THANK* OUYW

>
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Pat...

KMM

SOUNDS

*-

OVER.

A cool pat to all community businesses, such
as Chevron and Food-Man, for honoring JMU's
EARTH mug and R-mug.
We're happy to pat those JMU students who
really are using their mugs on and off campus.
We can save the world! Well, at least it's a good
start.

-f-^-OsD^

Dart...
D-d-d-dart. Catch a clue, it wasn't the tin man
who was in search of a brain! It was the
scarecrow! Education under Wilder is sad
indeed!
Sent in by a group identified as 'the gals from
Suite I.'Hmm. The edit, cartoon ran Sept. 30.

Pat...
A mercy pat to all who continue to read The
Breeze despite brainless cartoons such as Trevor
the Tree Frog. What's the point? Certainly not
humor.
Ouch. Sent in by Paul Devine.

Dart...
A behemothic dart to whoever decided that YLot for commuters does not need to be paved.
At the end of the day, not only did I not
recognize my brown car, which was black when
I parked it, but when I tried to leave, my car did
not budge in that gravel booby trap.
Sent in by Tammy Rinehart, who also wanted
to pat the campus police and cadets for pushing
her car out of the gravel depths of Y-Lot.

Dart...
And an annoyed dart to whoever made the
decision to change E-Lot temporarily to
commuter parking. Since the lot will only be
open a short time, why bother?
Well, we think something is better than
nothing, but the commuter who sent this in
seems a bit perturbed by the whole affair.

Pat...
A hearty pat to all who've given blood in the
past two weeks. Talk about saving the world.

,lhe
Z-

WA

JansMrfcnUwE*

editor WENDY WARREN
managing editor DAVE SCHLECK
opinion edUorMKLXAHBlEi
asst. opinion editor1GXMt.U t. OTIEIL

Lately, it's all on the House
Must be nice to have your own restaurant... to
forgo all that bothersome paying-the-bill nonsense
and just slap your signature down on a promise of
payment... or simply to pass a few rubber checks
every now and then without having the pesky police
show up at your door.
Lately, it seems like all of these things are
possible if you happen to be a member of die U.S.
House of Representatives.
Between June 1989 and June 1990, House
members bounced 8,331 checks at the House bank.
Some of the guilty members were Minority Whip
Newt Gingrich and John Dingell, a democrat from
Michigan who chairs the House Energy and
Commerce Commiuee.
Thursday, The Washington Post reported that
House members owe $300,000 at Capitol building
and House office restaurants.

To make members pay for what they are eating,
maybe die restaurants should post offender's names
on their walls, suggested ranking members of a
House subcommittee on personnel and police, as
reported by the Post. Meanwhile, the commiuee has
stopped allowing members to sign for their meals.
Representatives now must pay for their meals like
the rest of us.
To us, this all seems a little ludicrous. These
people are elected officials, not representatives by
divine right. It's little to ask that they pay for what
they eat, and avoid bouncing checks.
And no, this money isn't coming out of taxpayer
pockets. It's coming from Service America, the
private company dial owned the restaurants. But this
is a responsibility issue. If these are die people who
are balancing our budget, shouldn't they know how
to balance their checkbooks?

Killing the immortality idea
The evils of alcohol.
We've heard it all before. But statistics such as
among those currently in college, 240,000 to 360,000
will eventually lose their lives due to drinking, arc
still ignored. After all, it won't be me.
Death is hardly on the minds of most college
students. Most of us expect to live forever. And
alcohol is just a drink. And we can all quit at
graduation. And the real world is nothing like
college. And addiction is only for die weak.
In the real world, alcohol hits every facet of
society. Alcohol simply extends itself as a function
of socialization in the world of business lunches,
office parties, and Saturdays at the club.
Alcohol is the world's most socially accepted
drug. It is the most paradoxical concept young adults
face. After listening w claim after claim That alcohol
destroys lives and families and kills millions, we

return to a social environment doused with support
for the good-naturedness of this sapid hemlock.
Confusion prevails.
The burden, then, falls upon the individual who
must balance die sins and satisfactions of alcohol.
The typical drinking college student consumes over
34 gallons of alcohol per year. The balance seems a
little off. Despite increased awareness, we're still
drinking a whole lot. And still dying.
We could try to blame society for its frustralingly
contradictory mores, but it would get us nowhere.
Responsibility for our actions — what we do with
our lives — lies in our own hands. It's doubtful that
either alcohol will disappear or society will change
its wicked ways. 'Responsible drinking' is not an
oxymoron if individuals are aware of all aspects of
alcohol consumption — even the possibility of
addiction — now, not when mortality finally strikes.
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Letters to the Editor

JMU selects its next opinionated victim
To the editor:
In response to guest columnist Mark DeStefano's
article, "An issues refresher course," in the Oct. 3 issue of
The Breeze, I have one question to ask him: What do you
know about Vladimir Cuk (you know. Lefty's "project")?
Well, allow me to share a few facts about him with you.
Vladimir happens to be a warm, compassionate human
being who, up until now I'm sure, felt extremely lucky to
have the opportunity to study and to play basketball in the
United States, after having been born and raised in
Yugoslavia. He is extremely intelligent and is not afraid
to break the typical jock stereotype and admit that his
primary purpose here is to get an education. He has an
appreciation for our country and our school that all of us
should have.
It was extremely unfair of Mr. DeStefano to point a
finger specifically at Vladimir after keeping every other
one of his comments more general. Vladimir most
certainly has done nothing to deserve this cheap shot. I
am sure that it was not easy for him to give up his family,
friends and the security of home only to find himself
alone in an unfamiliar culture. How many of us would
have the courage to do the same? I personally have the
utmost respect for Vladimir Cuk. If the comment
referring to him was an attempt to show what it means in
America to have freedom of the press, it was completely
unnecessary. Vladimir knows how lucky he is to be given
the opportunities that have been offered to him. Now it is
up to us to support him in his studies and his basketball
career at JMU and to show him what it means to be a
good American.
Mary Jo Ackorman
sophomore
human communication
To the edit Of:
I am writing this in response to the "An issues
refresher course" article in the Oct. 3 issue. I cannot
believe that such a cruel and disheartening comment was

Student offers different view
of learning about black history
To the editor:
Leonard Jeffries in "The Provocative Professor," Time.
Aug. 26, called for blacks to study African history and
learn the buried side of their own stories in America.
In the process of learning more about their past, blacks
should not subjugate other races. Leonard Jeffries is using
racism as a method of promoting black unity but, that is
not what it should be about.
Learning the positive side of black history should
foster a new sense of pride in the youths of black America.
It should tear down the limits thai blacks have placed upon
themselves. It should create a forum for discussion among
the various American cultures. It should not alienate.
Jeffries, in his zeal to promote his cause, is trampling on
the heritage of other Americans.
The purpose is not to elevate one race at the expense of
the other. The purpose is to promote cultural awareness
among blacks and other segments of U.S. society.
Mitchelie Alston

junior
human communication

Professor comments on some
'misleading' facts in article
To the editor:
The Sept. 26 Breeze article on faculty salaries was
misleading in that it created the impression that JMU
faculty received raises of 12.25 percent in 1986-87. then
8.5 percent, 8.53 percent and 7.58 percent in the three
following years. Perhaps those were the state's total upfront percentages allotted JMU for raises, but before raises
were assigned to each faculty, a part of the total was first
deducted off the top for raises for people who attained

printed or even written about one of our basketball
players and a close, personal friend. Mark DeStefano,
guest columnist, slated that Vladimir Cuk is one of the
biggest wastes of resources this year, claiming lhat
Vladimir is Lefty's "project." This is an absurd and
inhumane comment. Mark obviously has no class and is
tasteless when it comes to expressing his opinions.
Vladimir is originally from Yugoslavia, but played
basketball in the United Slates last year. I think it is quite
an honor lo play college ball. What does it matter that he
is from a different country? He is a fellow student, to
whom we should extend our support. It is people like
Mark DeStefano who express ihcir raw views that cause
problems for others.
Tara Edwards
sophomore
human communication
To the editor:
In response to Mark DeStefano's article, "An issues
refresher course," I think it is in very bad taste that
DeStefano included Vladimir Cuk's name in "the biggest
waste of resources this year..."
I have several statements to make for Mr. DeStefano.
First of all, Vladimir is a very polite, outgoing and a
studious gentleman. He is in all respects an asset to JMU.
Vladimir moved from Yugoslavia to avoid the fighting in
his country and to do something that he loves to do: play
basketball. He appreciates America and its people much
more than a lot of American citizens do. Since the
basketball season has not begun yet, no one can criticize
his worthiness as a player. I'm sure Vladimir will work to
make the basketball team and our university proud of
him, >hough.
Furthermore, if you, as a writer, are going to
comment on wasted resources, you should not single out
one person among the many students at JMU. Maybe you
could instead suggest how some money is wasted on
many sports programs.
promotions, then more was taken off the total for those
who were given special salary adjustments (e.g., people
whose salaries were low due to previous inequities), and,
also, some of the total funding was set aside for special
merit raises. Then the remainder was allocated to the
faculty. Thus, a chunk of the pie was taken before the
remainder was distributed to most faculty.
My point is this: il is misleading to imply thai all
faculty got raises of 12.25 percent, 8.5 percent, 8.53
percent or 7.58 percent; all faculty did not receive those
percentages; some did. Moreover, it is likely lhat the
majority of JMU faculty did not receive those percentages
for the years 1986-87 through 1989-90. A few did because
they attained promotions, merit, and/or special
adjustments. It probably is safe to say the majority of
faculty received percentages closer to 8, 6, 6 and 5 for
those four years, just enough lo stay a bil ahead of ihc rises
in ihc cost of living (COL) for ihosc years (after a lime
when faculty had fallen well behind the COL for several
years earlier).
It surprises me each lime the budget director's office
releases these figures without mentioning thai mosi of ihc
faculty do nol get the full percentages allotted by ihc slate
(or was il mentioned and the Breeze omitted such data?).
Mentioning such facts might prevent readers'
misunderstanding and misinterpreting the figures.
Dave Hanson
department of psychology

Parking solution lies in JMU
'efficiently using what it has
To the editor
At 1 p.m. on Tuesday afternoon there were 128 open
parking spaces in P-Lot. This is not unusual. On any given
day, one can find about 130 open spots in P-Lot. Last year
it was rare to find many empty spots during classes.

The point, Mr. DeStefano, is that Vladimir did nol
come to the United States to be publicly humiliated by
you or anyone else. Maybe one of these days you will be
so fortunate as to meet Vladimir and realize that you arc
sadly mistaken for your comments.
Lorie Elmore
Kristi Via
sophomore
sophomore
living sciences
sociology
two other signatures
To the editor:
Mark DeStefano, guest columnist in the Oct. 3 issue
of The Breeze, made an attempt at humor on several of
today's issues. His attempt al finding the "biggest waste
of resources this year," however, was far from humorous.
Mark made a feeble attempt to take a crack al the amount
of spending on JMU athletics by calling international
student and basketball player Vladimir Cuk, "Lefty's
project." Using one person as a scapegoat for those
complaints is unnecessary, immature, not funny, and
inaccurate — especially when you know nothing of thai
person's athletic ability, background or personality.
Vladimir Cuk is not a "project." The people who live
with him know him as a friend. They know him as a
person taking the opportunity to get an education that
might nol otherwise be possible. This striving student
from Yugoslavia is not here to gel a free ride. Anyone
who has ever talked to him can see that. Vladimir needs
to be welcomed with open arms for the brave steps he has
taken to be away from his family and friends back home
to get a quality education.
Co-residents of Bell Hall are concerned about
making their friend the butt of some poorly directed
complaint, and most of all we don't want to see the hard
work Vladimir has done be reduced to a mere "project"
of the Athletic Department. He deserves much more than
that. He deserves our respect
Barry Pearson
Noah Spaulding
sophomore
sophomore
marketing
undeclared
because P-Lot was once designated for commuters. Now
thai the business building is open, P-Lot is reserved for
faculty only.
I certainly understand the need for a designated
parking area lo accommodate the business faculty and
staff. However, when I see so many open spots in P-Lol, I
musi conclude that the faculty docs nol need such a large
parking lot lo accommodate iis needs. When I also
consider P-lot's proximity lo Godwin, a faculty lot, I'm
convinced lhat faculty parking around the lakeside area of
campus is sufficient.
1 would like to suggest to those people who have been
designated to study ihc parking problem on campus lhat,
perhaps, we should reserve space in P-Lot for commulcrs.
When you consider the current commuicr parking
problems, it's a shame lo sec so many spots go empty. If
we allow commuters lo park in P-Lol again, il should go a
long way to easing ihc burden on other commuicr lots and
an overtaxed bus system. Before we consider ridiculously
expensive options, like a parking garage, let's commit
ourselves lo more efficiently utilizing what we already
have.
Eric M. Davis
junior
communication

Letters should be submitted
to the letters box at The Breeze

by noon on Tuesdays and
Saturdays.
The Breeze retains the right to edit
for clarity of content and space.
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Reported AIDS Cases by age, race,

AIDS Awareness
Week encourages
safe sex
practices,

education

Under 13
13-19
20-29
30-39
40-49
Over 49
Total

51
7
586
1,140
539
251
2,574

2.0
0.3
22.8
44.3
20.9
9.8

3.199
715
36,999
85,823
41,133
19,026
186.895

1,513
968
77
10

58.8
37.6
3.0
0.4

101,219
53.666
30,113
1,159

3

0.1

285

Unspecified
Total

3
2,574

0.1

453
186,895

Male
Female
Total

2.334

90.7

240

9.3

166,774
20,121
186,895

RACE
White
Black
Hispanic
Pacific Islander

flsasruasn/

2.574
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DEREK CARBONNE

Nova student faces life as HIV positive a
by Robyn L. Davis
stqffwriter
He has bouts of depression. He's a liltle angry
at the health education system in this country.
And he knows there will come a time when he
won't feel good anymore.
But for the most part, having the HIV virus
that causes AIDS hasn't changed Danny's dayto-day activities.
He works in a bookstore, attends Northern
Virginia Community College, and is still dating.
He's a 21-year-old college student that sees the
world through dying eyes.
As an example, he recalls an evening out with
his friends filled with fear. While nestled in a
seat in a bar drinking with his buddies, he
noticed that people were looking for one thing
and didn't care about another, the first being sex
and the second being AIDS.
"It just terrified me the number of people
who, it was written on their faces, I want sex
and I do not want to see you in the morning,'"
he said.

Danny said his parents are religious, but that
didn't interfere with supporting him in his
illness.
"I'm really lucky in that my family was prcuy
much in support of my being gay," Danny said.
They also were understanding when he later told
them he had AIDS.
But his peers at^^^^^^^^^^^^
college haven't been
as faithful. He's
found the main
attitude of people is
disbelief.
"One person said,
I'm really sorry, but
I'm glad you can tell me,'" he recalled.
After watching the reactions of some of the
people he's told, he now chooses carefully who
he will tell. Only seven people who he goes to
school with know he is infected. He, like many
people with the HIV virus, fears discrimination
and persecution — the reason he requested his
full identity be withheld.

"If it had come out in the open, I might have
gotten beat up in the parking lot," Danny said.
He attributes this to the misconceptions many
students have about AIDS and the
overwhelming feeling of immortality that many
students have.
"A lot of students still don't think it could
^^^^^^^^^^^m^—^^m happen
to
them," Danny
said.
Even though
colleges are
Danny
anxiously
to
Carrier of HIV virus trying
educate
students, Danny doesn't think the public school
system is doing enough. The proof, he said, lies
in the fact that he didn't know anything about
protecting himself from the virus.
"I didn't know what safe sex was until it was
too late," he said. "I don't think I had ever seen
a condom until I was 16 or 17."
He suspects he became infected at age 16, and

"A lot of students still don't
think it could happen to them."

found out he was positive w
"I think society as a wh
job of educating my general
Danny's generation was
AIDS was still considered
and women weren't believ
Even though he was in the
he still wasn't aware of the <
One of the main reason
spreading rapidly, Danny sa
who have the disease still w
partners. Danny and his cur
tell each other they had the
been dating for a year. Da
the disease before they m
he's a rather open person.
As for the future, Dann
his education by finishing
college and moving on to
University. He'd like to be a
21 is a bit old for starting a r
"I don't really have an;
because I haven't really thoi
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and sex
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6
3
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1.7
0.4
19.8
45.9
22.0
10.2

54.0
28.7
16.1
0.6
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don't practice safer sex," Grembi inVUmeraDle, and they dOn t P^mer and negotiating for safer
said.

0.2
0.2
35
!A
1
)5

89.2
10.8

AIDS, including car piercing, tattooing, or acupuncture,
according to ACHA.
Other programs and events will be presented later in the
Unsafe sex is another danger for college students because
year. For example, Richard Keeling, the director of student
the
sexual history of the both partners must be taken into
health services at UVa, will speak in February at JMU.
account
when examining the possibility of HIV infection.
"We want to focus our activities throughout the year
Also,
the
use of alcohol increases the likelihood of unsafe sex.
instead of for just one week," Grembi said.
"They
sometimes mix alcohol with sex which is going to
AIDS in American colleges
lead to unsafe sexual practice," Grembi said.
According to a study published in 1989 by the American
Protection against AIDS
College Health Association, the overall infection rate in
The American College Health Association offers the
college students is .2 percent. This ^^^^^^^^^^^^^
following suggestions for
figure means that 2 in every 1000 « A |,UL
f npfinlp hflVP
n+ n
Ul
protection
against AIDS:
H^^piC McJVC
college students have been infected "
• Making careful choices
by
.^
r
,K
„
,,
knowledge
about
AIDS
and
about
sexual
activity.
A lot of people have knowledge
•Communicating
about AIDS and HIV; however, HIV. However, students feel
assertively with your sexual
students feel invulnerable and they
,
. .
COHJIHUED from page I

ITED STATES

1

sexual practices.
• Removing alcohol and
drugs from sexual activity.
• Using latex condoms for
— Health Center intercourse.
• Not sharing needles.
For more information about AIDS, call the JMU Health
Center x6117, or the Public Health Service's toll-free hot line
1-800-342-AIDS.

practice safer sex."

According to the ACHA, the
only known ways to get AIDS is Nancy Grembi
through sexual contact, blood, or
mother-to-infant transmission. No_ Assistant director
instance of casual contact or kissing
has produced the virus.
Transmission of HIV through blood mostly occurs through
needle sharing. Any form of needle sharing can transmit

ANDY SAFFRON/THE BREEZE
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Darner
ive when he was 17.
a whole has done a lousy
meration," he said,
was in high school when
ered a gay man's disease
elieved to be susceptible,
n the primary risk group,
f the dangers.
asons the disease is still
ny said, is because people
till won't tell their sexual
s current boyfriend didn't
d the virus until they had
r. Danny's boyfriend had
:y met. And Danny said
>n.
)anny wants to continue
shing at the community
n to George Washington
) be a musician but thinks
ig a musical career.
e any serious ambitions
i thought about it."
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Want to
improve
the
writing
in
The
Breeze?
Maybe you
have what
it takes!
Breeze
features
staff
meeting.
MONDAYS
7:30 pm
in the basement of
Anthony-Seeger Hall.

Accelerate your career.
... like these 1991 James Madison University graduates who have joined
the Washington, D.C. office of Arthur Andersen:
Elizabeth Adair
Diane Mayberry
Cara Shoemaker
The Arthur Andersen Worldwide Organization provides
professional services in accounting and audit, tax consulting, and
information systems consulting to clients through more than 299
locations in 66 countries.
We work with organizations ranging from large multinational
corporations to medium and small-sized companies in real estate,
high technology, government contracting, hospitality, and many other
industries.
There are great opportunities waiting for you in Washington, D.C,
and many of our U.S. offices. We will be on campus October 10,1991 to
interview December and May accounting graduates interested in our
Audit and Business Advisory and Tax Practices. Please contact your
placement office for further details.

Stay ahead.

ARTHUR
ANDERSEN
ARTHUR ANDERSEN & GO,9C

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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Saxophonist shares music with students
by Sara HammtH
staffwriter

MWTKHMUBByTHE BREEZE

Christopher Hollyday performed at the Convo Saturday night.

Christopher Hollyday practices
playing the alto saxophone eight hours
a day, and it shows.
Hollyday performed with JMU's
own Jazz Ensemble Saturday night and
said he was impressed.
"As soon as I walked in that first
day and heard them playing, I knew
we'd have no trouble getting along
musically," he said. "The rehearsal setup was good too, because they had
everything arranged for me when I got
there. We got along really well both
musically and personally."
Hollyday credited the ensemble
members on stage for their dedication
and effort, including directors George
West and Gunnar Mossblad.
At only 21, Hollyday has already
traveled around the world, has a
contract with RCA, and has a new CD
out titled "Natural Moment."
What possesses Hollyday to dedicate
his life to something at such an early
age?
"I love what I do," Hollyday said.
"It doesn't matter where I am — as
long as I have my horn in my mouth,
I'm really happy."
He said that more than one factor
influenced him to take up the
saxophone at age 13.
"I heard Charlie Parker, and his tone
really grabbed me and inspired me to

go for it," he said. "I'd have to say my
parents were my biggest influence,
though." His father currently manages
him, and Hollyday said he's been a
"tremendous help."
Hollyday travels with a quartet he
hand-picked a year ago.
"The people in my band are my
favorite people to play with. I travel
with them, and I consider myself very
close to them," he said.
On Friday, Hollyday gave a lecture
to students about music, stressing the
value of education.
"It's one of the greatest gifts
mankind has to offer," he said.
Hollyday has kept a diary for the
last two or three years, and he said it's
really important to him.
"1 keep a diary to record life, so that
future Christopher Hollydays can look
back and remember details of his life. I
don't want to forget the details," he
said.
Hollyday said he enjoyed the few
days he was at JMU because
"everything went so smoothly" and
"everything seemed to be taken care of
for me."
He had some parting advice for
students, and said he follows it
himself.
"My biggest advice I have for
students my age is to pursue what
makes you really happy," he said.
"The reason I have grown so fast is
because I love the music so much," he
said.

Symposium focuses on central issues of 'Boyz' film
by Eric Porter
staffwriter
Although the movie "Boyz 'N the Hood" at
Graflon-Stovall Theatre was shown to a packed,
enthusiastic crowd, the symposium following the
movie was less popular.

About SO people talked, listened and debated the
central issues of the film in what became an
enlightening, yet humbling meeting centered on
the troubles of inner-city life and violence.
The impact of the movie on viewers was
obvious — some members of the audience began

to cry at the end. The rest of the crowd seemed to
leave the theater feeling shocked and powerless.
Sponsored by the University Program Board, a
six-member panel of faculty and students started
the discussion of the film by offering their views
on violent environments. Many students attending
the symposium contributed personal experiences
to the discussion. "My friend said, 'I shouldn't
have paid $1.50 to see this movie,'" sophomore
Naa Bruce said. '"I could walk out my front door
and live with h.'"
Some were disturbed by the movie audience's
reaction to elements of the film. In one scene for
example, the character Doughboy hunts down his
brother's murderers. The audience clapped and
cheered as he avenged his brother's dead) by
gunning down three men. Upset by such a display

of approval, those at the symposium expressed the
need for the black man to rise up from the
violence surrounding him.
Several ideas were presented on ways of
stopping inner-city violence, such as
strengthening parent-child relationships, bettering
educational systems, and improving race relations.
Some blamed the government for shirking its
obligations to the inner-cities and to blacks, but
others argued that the responsibility should fall on
blacks to become involved with and better the
government. Others were pessimistic and fell the
plight of the black race wasn't bound to change.
One student summed up the film and the
problems it dealt with by saying, "The movie
wasn't a movie at all, it was a part of every day
life."
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TUTORS & TEACHER'S
AIDES NEEDED
FOR THE

ROCKINGHAM COUNTY
SCHOOL DISTRICT
10-15 HOURS PER WEEK
$5.00 PER HOUR

e

QUALIFICATIONS: MUST BE A VIRGINIA
RESIDENT AND YOU MUST HAVE A CURRENT
FINANCIAL AID FORM ON FILE IN OUR
OFFICE (FINANCIAL NEED REQUIRED).

ALL MAJORS ARE WELCOME!
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION,
PLEASE CONTACT*
ELEANOR L. MARTIN
OFFICE OF FINANCIAL AID &
STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
HOFFMAN HALL ANNEX (ROOM 5)

any large
any two
FOUR one item ■ FOUR big 12 inch
STAR pizza and > STAR subs and
PIZZA four 16oz.
PIZZA two 16oz.
drinks
drinks

UNIVERSITY
COMMISSIONS OPEN
MEETING DATES:
Commission on Graduate Studies
October 22,3:00pm, Library Conference Room
Commission on Student Services
November 6,3:00pm, Piedmont Room, WCC
Commission on Community
November 12,3:00pm, Valley Room, WCC
Commission on Undergraduate Studies
November 12,3:30pm, Library Conference Room
Commission on Planning and Development
November 13,10:30am, Library Conference Room
Commission on University Advancement
November 14,4:00pm, Sonner Hall Reception Room
Commission on Faculty Affairs
December 4,3:30pm, Education Building, Room 342

pizza

pizzas
and four
16oz. drinks
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Talkin' baseball,
who do ya like?
Hello, baseball fans, the regular season is over,
and that wild postseason is about to begin. There
are generally two reactions to this fact. First, a
rush of excitement in anticipation of the playoffs,
or a sigh of relief that has been building during
the apparently never-ending 162-gamc schedule.

SPORTS COMMENTARY
-Drew van Esselstyn
Unfortunately, it gets too cold, the grass dies in
Cleveland (yes, there is a team in Cleveland), and
the major leagues are forced to take a few months
off. It is now the time of the season when
everyone has an opinion on who has performed
well, and who will win what. Here are the Loud
Human's picks for baseball's year-end accolades.
In the National League, Barry Bonds began the
campaign by feuding with his manager, and any
other coach in reach, but came back with the
season most players wish for. Batting just under
.300, with near 100 runs scored and 114 runs
batted in, he has shown himself to be a premier
offensive force. Bonds gets my vote for "Most
Valuable Player," followed closely by Ron Gant
(32 home runs, 105 RBIs, 101 runs). Despite
getting a sentimental vote for leading the
Cinderella Braves, Gant still has to cement his
status as a superstar. Bonds already is one.
Once entertaining the thought of professional
hockey, Tom Glavine made the right choice, and
gets the nod for the Cy Young as a result of his
dominant consistency (20-11, 192 strikeouts).
Besides, no one else wanted to win 20 games. Jim
Leyland is a genius, as well as my Manager of the
Year, and his Pirates are headed for the World
Series.
In the American League, Cal Ripken, Jr. is the
best player, and MVP. There is no argument
against his numbers. His performance had been
questioned at the beginning of the season, but he's
ready to become the fifth right-handed bailer in
history to hit at least .325, with 34 home runs as
of October 6, 100 RBIs and less than 50
strikeouts. Despite his team's standing (good
thing the Indians are in their division), Ripken's
year has been steadily excellent — a claim secondplace finisher Joe Carter cannot make. Cecil
Fielder makes some people's list, but no matter
how many home runs he hits, his sumo wrestler's
body and the fact that he frequently is a designated
hitter do not endear him to the voters.
Scott Erickson has had some rough moments,
but predominantly brilliant ones, and his poise
helped guide the Twins, he's my pick for the AL's
Cy Young (20-8, 3.18). Roger Clemens was
overpowering, but he will not lead his team to the
BASEBALL page 20
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Richard Grevious (left) and Chris Parrott put the crunch on UMass' Jerome Bledsoe.

Dukes claim fourth victim,
dismiss Minutemen 24-7
by Greg Abel
sports editor
In a game that at times resembled a sandlot grudge
match, the JMU football team was able to overcome
its own sloppy execution and a very physical
University of Massachusetts squad en route lo a 24-7
win Saturday.
The Dukes lost a fumble, missed an extra point,
had a punt blocked deep in their own territory and
never got their passing game going; but behind a
stingy defense and the running of tailback Kenny
Sims, the team sent the visiting Minutemen to 2-3.
"I told our whole football team, 'Be proud of the
fact that we won,'" JMU head coach Rip Schcrcr said.
"I don't all of a sudden get spoiled by the fact that we
won a few football games that we've got to apologize
because we didn't look like the New York Giants out
there. I've said all along, [UMass is] a real good
defensive football team."
The 17th-ranked Dukes, now 4-1, got on the board
before Mom and Dad could even get cozy in their
Parents' Weekend seats. On the game's opening play,
Sims took a nan doff up the middle and broke away to
the left sideline for an 80-yard touchdown run, his
fifth TD of the season. Sims, who finished the day
with 166 yards on 15 carries, credited the offensive
line for his success.
The offensive line has "been doing a great job
blowing people off the ball and getting them out of
the way," Sims said. "Lately all I've had to do is run
through the holes."
While Sims was tying a JMU record by going over

100 yards for the fourth straight game, JMU
quarterback Eriq Williams continued to be slowed by
the groin injury that has plagued him for the past two
weeks. He showed better mobility than last week at
William & Mary, but still fell the effects.
"I think after a couple of snaps I realized I wasn't
quite 100 percent because I got caught from behind a
couple of times, I don't think in the past I would
have," he said. "I don't have any pain, I just wasn't
my normal self."
For the game, Williams completed 9 of 15 passes
for 117 yards and one touchdown while rushing for 49
yards on 15 carries.
Defensively, JMU was able to key on the UMass
ground game all afternoon. Their quarterback, redshin
freshman Tony Williams, was making his first
collegiate start and is a converted defensive back.
Williams runs the option well, but his ineffectiveness
as a passer allowed the Dukes to concentrate on
stopping the run. Williams completed only four of 14
passes for 62 yards, with one touchdown and an
interception. Williams ran 15 times netting 34 yards.
"We knew they were going to keep the ball on the
ground and just pound the ball at us because they
have that big offensive line," JMU cornerback
Richard Bryant said. "We were ready."
"You've got to win games different ways," Scherer
said. "You've got to come from behind, you've got to
play ugly and win, you've got to play great defense
and win ... we're doing all those things. The bottom
line is we're 4-1 and the guys are playing their hearts
out."
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Volleyball loses two of three in CAA play
by Blake Peddkord
staffwriter
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JMU senior co-captain Elizabeth Dean goes for a dig during the
Dukes match against American Saturday. JMU won the match
in straight games. Dean last week was named CAA Player of
the Week after the Dukes captured the JMU Invitational.

Though they entered conference play
with a 15-1 record, the JMU volleyball
team got off to a disappointing start
against Colonial Athletic Association
teams this weekend at Godwin
Gymnasium.
The Dukes fell to William & Mary
Friday, then topped American and lost
to George Mason Saturday. The 1-2
weekend drops the team's overall record
to 16-3,1-2 in the CAA.
Against W&M Friday night, JMU
had a tough time handling the Tribe's
Mockers, who dominated the Dukes
through the weekend. After beating the
Dukes 15-7, 8-15, 15-5 and 15-5, the
Tribe went on to win two more
matches and improved to 13-1 overall,
3-0 in the CAA.
The Dukes' first-year head coach
Mary Harrington felt the Tribe's ability
to block affected her team's confidence.
"I felt that we got a little
intimidated by the bldcK. I'm surprised
that we did because normally, even at
Virginia Tech, they blocked us well,
and we didn't get intimidated by it
there," she said.
The Dukes got back on track
Saturday morning against American,

uffing the Eagles in three straight
games: 15-10,15-12 and 17-15.
JMU then met George Mason later
Saturday afternoon. The Patriots arc
another tough team with skilled
blockers, and the Dukes were upended
15-8,16-14, 8-15 and 15-6.
After a thrilling third game, the
Dukes looked unorganized in the
fourth. They were outscored 8-1 at one
point and never recovered.
Harrington said her team is
improving, but has plenty to learn.
"We still have a lot of growing to
do, and even our seniors are improving
still," Harrington said. "Our freshmen
are just coming along with leaps and
bounds, they are making great strides."
Harrington placed senior Aimcc
Kozlowski in the lineup more
frequendy this weekend, and feels she
may have the potential to be a leader
for the Dukes.
"She's decided to play well and I
think as a senior she can really take on
a leadership role that right now we
may be lacking," Harrington said.
The Dukes take a break from
conference play as they next face the
University of Virginia Wednesday night
in Charlottesville.

Dukes drop Cincinnati, run record to 7-3
Team hoping to reenter top 20 after picking up wins over Bearcats, Terrapins
by Steve Miranda
staffwriter
After charging out of the gates with a 4-0 start
and an unexpected national ranking, the JMU
women's soccer team faltered, losing three out of
their next four games to fall out of the lop 20.
But last week, the team began us road back to
national recognition.
Thursday at College Park, Md., JMU got all
three of its goals in me first half, including two in
the first ten minutes, as the Dukes spanked the
University of Maryland 3-1.
The Dukes returned home on Saturday to face
Cincinnati and beat the visiting Bearcats 2-1.
The wins improve the Dukes' record to 7-3.
Although JMU was left out of the top 20 of the
latest ISAA poll, the team did receive votes.
As the Dukes did against the Terrapins, the
team struck early against Cincinnati. With jusi
2:22 elapsed in the first half, Julie Rculc sent a
cross from the right wing to Susie Piz/urro,
whose six-yard shot found the back of the ncl.
The teams played even for most of the first
half. But with six minutes remaining in the hall",
Cincinnati's Jessica Andrews lofted a shot from 25
yards out that sailed over the head of JMU
goalkeeper Cheryl Carr and into the ncl.
Coach Dave Lombardo felt the goal mighi have
been a result of a letdown by his team after they
grabbed die early lead.
"We've gotten stung sometimes by

complacency after an early goal," he said. "Wc
think that we can make 1-0 stand up for a whole
game."
The Dukes came out aggressive in the second
half and dominated the action. Freshman Jamie
Dykes cashed in on the game-winner wiih jusi
under 20 minutes remaining in the contest.
"I told them we needed to control the pressure
in the second half, and we did," Lombardo said.
JMU outshot the Bearcats 10-5 and didn't held
them without a cornerkick in the game.
The Dukes' next three games arc on ihc road.
but the contests are ones Lombardo feels his team
should win. JMU will face Maryland-Baltimore
County Wednesday, and travel to a lournament in
Fort Belvoir this weekend where the learn will
face West Point and Texas A&M.
"I think we have a chance now to siring
together some wins and eventually we'll get back
in the top 20," Lombardo said. "And when wc do,
we'll be belter able to handle ii. It came a little
too fast for us early in the season."
Getting back into the top 20 "is one of our
goals," Dykes said. "But really we're just looking
to play hard and support each other and to focus
on each game as it comes."
"Right now," Lombardo said, "we're looking to
win the rest of our games and extend our season
by reaching some postseason play. We're trying
not to stumble against lesser teams and to beat the
better teams."
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JMU% Jamie Dykes scored the winning
goal for the Dukes in Saturday's win.
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SPORTS

SPORTSHIGHLIGHTS

WEEKEND

Men's soccer edges George
Mason 1-0 in 2 OT
It look extra time to do it, but the men's soccer
team beat George Mason 1 -0 Saturday for the first
time since 1973. Granted, the two teams had an
extended break from each other; from 1973 to
1980 the Dukes and the Patriots did not meet on a
soccer Held.
Yesterday's meeting was explosive, however,
despite the lack of scoring. GMU had eight shots
on goal to JMU's 11. Both the Dukes' goalkeeper
Joe O' Carroll and GMU's Richardo Lcite had
several key saves to keep the contest scoreless.
"I just had a feeling it was going to be one of
those one-goal games," JMU head coach Tom
Martin said.
The one goal came from the foot of junior
forward Ivan Sampson with just over a minute left
in the second overtime period.
"Ivan said after the regulation 'Just get the ball
to my feet,'" Martin said.
Sampson picked the ball up at midfield and
blew by a GMU defender, then went one-on-one
with the sweeper before coming up near the goal at
an angle and beating Leite at the near post.
"We played very well as a team," Martin said.
The Dukes' next game is Wednesday against
American University on the X-lot field.

Women's Cross Country rolls
over regional power Bucknell
The women's cross country team ran past
perennial powerhouse Bucknell University
Saturday 18-42. Senior harrier Juli Speights won
the race in a blistering 18:22. The Dukes took six
of the top 10 places in the meet. JMU also defeated
Colgate in the tri-meet.
The Dukes won last week's Moving Comfort
Invitational with relative ease, defeating secondplace Duke by 32 points. JMU had not won the
invitational since 1983.
"Our goal is to try to stay as consistent as
possible at the beginning of the season, then work
to improve and be at the top by the regional meet,"
head track and cross country coach Gwen Harris
said.

STAT OF THE DAY
Sims makes JMU history
Kenny Sims' 166-yard rushing performance
against UMass Saturday helped the junior
tailback etch his name in JMU football history.
The game marked the fouth straight game Sims
has gone over the century mark, tying the mark
set in 1986 by Warren Marshall. Sims' last four
games:
Sept 7 vs. Central Florida: 11 rushes, US yds.
Sept 21 vs. App. Stale: IS rushes, 187 yds.
Sept 28 vs. W&M: 23 rushes. 107 yds.
Oct. S vs. Massachusetts, IS rushes, 166 yds.
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JMU Results

WOMEN'S SOCCER
Weds.. Oct. 3, at College Park Md.

FOOTBALL
JMU—Massachusetts statistics
JMU (4-1)
6
UMass (2-3) 0

8
0

3
0

7—24
7—7

First Quarter
JMU—Sims 80 run (kick failed).
Second Quarter
JMU—JMU Williams 1 run
(Sparksman run).

JMU
Maryland

0—3
1—1

GOALS—JMU: Proost 2:32,
Albcrtella 9:05, Schulstad 44:44;
Maryland: Goldblatt 68:43.
SHOTS—JMU: 9; Maryland: 6.
ASSISTS— JMU: Dykes, Proosi;
Metzgcr.
SAVES— Maryland: Mullins 4;
JMU: Carrl; Donaldson 1.
Saturday, Sept. 28

Third Quarter
JMU— Weis 41-yd field goal.
Fourth Quarter
UMass — Ncwsome 27 pass from
Williams (Maguire kick).
JMU— Hayes 21 pass from Williams
(Granuzzo kick).

First Downs
Rushes-yards
Passing-yards
Comp-Alt-Int
Return Yards
Punts-avg
Fumbles-lost
Penalties-yards
Time of Poss.
A-15.104

JMU
17
47-256
117
9-16-0
8
6-31.3
4-1
4-30
31:22

UMass
14
48-195
62
4-14-1
27
5-33.2
1-1
5-32
28:38

Individual Statistics
RUSHING—JMU: Sims 15-166.
Williams 15-35, Green 5-32, Agcc 215, Sparksman 8-7, Brockenborough
2-3. UMass: Blcdsoe 19-108.
MacRae 8-49, George 5-18, Williams
15-17, Johnson 1-3.
PASSING —Williams 9-15-0, 117
yards. Gaylord 1 -0-0,0 yards.
UMass: Williams 4-14-0. 62 yards.
RECEIVING—JMU: Hayes 4-66.
Archer 2-31. Sims 1-7. McLcod 1-7,
Green 1 -6. UMass: Newsomc 2-35,
Villonc 1-28. George 1-1.

MEN'S SOCCER
Sal.. Oct. 5 at Fairfax. Va.
JMU
GMU

0
0

0
0

0
0

1—1
0—0

GOALS—JMU: Sampson 113:40.
SHOTS—JMU: 11; GMU 8.
ASSISTS—none
SAVES— JMU: O'Carroll 2; GMU:

JMU
Cincinnati

1—2
0—1

GOALS— JMU: Pizzuro 2:22.
Dykes 71:31; Cincinnati: Andrews
39:08
SHOTS—JMU: 10; Cincinnati: 5.
ASSISTS—JMU: Reule
SAVES—JMU: Can 4; Cincinnati:
Cowen 6.

FIELD HOCKEY
Sat.. Oct. 5 at Durham. N.C.
JMU
Duke

2
0

0—2
0-0

GOALS—JMU: Amaldo 6:49,
Owen 34:23.
SHOTS—Duke: 11;JMU:7.
ASSISTS— JMU: Kelly
SAVES—JMU: Colbert 11; Duke:
Bo wry 5.

6. Melissa Freda
9. Christine Corey

19:04
19:28

WOMEN'S TENNIS
ITCA East Regional Qualifier at
Williamsburg, Va.
Saturday, October 5
George Washington d. JMU 5-4
Shafron (GW) d. Pino 6-2, 6-3
Novosclesky (GW) d. Boussclaire
6-3. 6-3.
Ramirez (GW) d. Smith 4-6. 6-2. 6-2
Kraybas (JMU) d. Cone 6-3. 5-7. 6-3
Cox (JMU) d. Ridlovc 3-6. 7-6, 7-6
Wilder (JMU) d. McAndrews 5-7,
6-1,6-2.
Doubles
Shafron and Ramirez (GW) d. Pino
and Wilder 4-6. 6-2. 6-3.
Nova and Ridlove (GW) d. Cox
Boussclaire 7-6, 7-6.
Kraybas and DeYulia (JMU) d. Cone
and McAndrews 6-2,4-6.6-2.
Sunday, October 6
JMU d. Princeton 6-3.
Pino (JMU)Considine 6-1. 6-1.
Puskin (P) d. Boussclaire 2-6. 6-2,
7-6.
Hammelback (P) d. Smith 6-2. 6-1.
Kraybas (JMU) d. Dortzback 7-6,
6-3.
Evasheviski (P) d. Cox 6-3. 6-2.
Wilder (JMU) d. Ruben 6-2, 7-6.
Doubles
Pino and Wilder (JMU) d. Cosidine
and Evasheviski 6-4, 6-2.
Boussclaire and Cox (JMU) d.
Hammelback and Held 5-7, 6-2, 64.
Kraybas and DeYulia (JMU) d.
Puskin and Dortzback 6-3, 6-2.

VOLLEYBALL
Friday, October 4
W&Md. JMU 15-7,8-15, 15-5,
15-5.
Saturday, October 5
JMU d. American 15-10,15-12.
17-15.
W&M d. George Mason 15-6.15-3,
15-13.
George Mason d. JMU 15-8. 16-14,
8-15.15-6.W&M d. American 15-4,
15-3.15-5

EmmEmBmm
Sat., Oct. 5 at Lewisburg, Pa.
Team Scoring:
JMU 18. Bucknell 42
JMU 15, Colgate 46
Bucknell 24. Colgate 31
Winner
Juli Speights, JMU
Top 5 JMU finishers:
2. Stephanie Herbert
4. Amy Taylor
5. Jackie Lynch

18:22
18:34
18:59
19:03

Sat., Oct. 5 at Lewisburg, Pa.
Team Results:
Bucknell 17, JMU 42
JMU 15, Drcxcl 50
JMU 15. Delaware 48
JMU15. Colgate 48
Top 5 JMU Finishers:
5. Chris Straub
6. Kevin Schadt
9. Tom Jeffrey
10. Phil Dickcnson
13. Jeff Thompson

25:39
25:46
26:02
26:05
26:13

MEN'S GOLF
10th Annual Penn State
Intercollegiate Golf Tournament
Oct. 5-6
JMU 4th out of 14 teams
Individual Results:
Kevin South 76-77-75—228
Rich Hanna 75-78-76—229
HiU MaUory 78-76-78—232
Dave Johns 77-79-76—232
Pleasant Hughes 78-8441—243

'"

■

■ !
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Baseball
CONTINUED from page 17

Wforld Series, unlike Erickson.
Although it does not take a rocket
scientist to manage in the American
League, the most able is Minnesota's
Tom Kcllcy, and maybe after they win
the pennant he will show some
emotion. Kcllcy gets my vote as
Manager of the Year.
While there have been sterling
performances this year, some players
have failed to impress. Most notably,
members of the "I make a million, but
I'm not worth it" club. Mark McGwire
heads the list, barely balling .200. Rob
Deer has 100 more strikeouts than
RBIs. Dave Parker is hanging on in
Toronto. Eric Davis is over the
proverbial hill (did he ever reach the
lop?). And everyone's favorite Von
Hayes (actually traded for five players
at one time) is wasting away in
Philadelphia. Their whopping and
undeserved paychecks belongs in the

hands of rising stars David Justice,
Ken Griffey, Jr., Robin Ventura, Hal
Morris (maybe) and Frank Thomas.
As for the postseason, I am picking
the Pittsburgh Pirates and Minnesota
Twins to reach the Fall Classic.
Pittsburgh deserves to win the
National League pennant. They'd better
do it this year though because free
agents on the club will likely break
them up after season's end. Atlanta
will be emotionally burned out after
dueling with the Dodgers up until the
last weekend of the season.
The Twins are the best team in the
Junior circuit, and they'll Finally be
recognized for that after defeating the
Blue Jays. And in the end only Bobby
Bonilla, Jim Leyland, Barry Bonds, his
ego, and the Pirates will be standing lo
claim 1991 as their year. Something
tells me they won't be singing "We arc
Family" this year.

PUB & RESTAURANT^
f
nondat
/aeeda?
Vi't'^ffU'Jfftiitl

/kw-gdu

SPORTSTIP?
Call Greg or Lynne
x6127
NATIONAL COLLEGIATE
ALCOHOL AWARENESS WEEK
ACTIVITIES
Monday, October 14th:
5-8 P.M.
2nd Annual Celebrity Mocktails Party.
Campus celebrities serving up your favorite
"mocktails" in D-Hall Entrance 4. Sponsored by Food Services and Residence Life.
8 P.M.
Mercury Morris
Former Miami Dolphins' running back
shares his own experiences with substance
abuse. PC Ballroom. Sponsored by UPB.

Big Screen Monday Night Football
55* Screen - All You Can Eat Hot Dogs & Chili

Open Stage w/ Kennie Miller
3/$1.00 Tacos - Dart Tournament

^wm (Fran ©rtdfr
CollcqE Niqhi w/ SACJIER & SEqREE
$1.00 - Free Buffet All Night
mdfiCfSfOfl from Charlottesville
Tickets Available

Saturday

TR3 - Funk & Fusion
from Charlottesville

The JMU Community is invited to show support for
National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week
by participating in the
Alcohol Awareness Pledge
Wear your button and be eligible for prizes all week long. Prizes include:
free dinners for two at Pargo's and Tully's, free video rentals, free month's
membership to Nautilus Health Club, two free month's memberships to
Valley Wellness Center, t-shirts, cups and keychains, coupons and more...
Over 50 prizes! Be on the lookout for commitee members because...

"THAT'S WHAT FRIENDS ARE FOR!"

Wednesday, October 16th:
12 Noon
Fun Run/Walk on the Nature Trail.
Join us in this celebration of healthy
To show my support for National Collegiate Alcohol
lifestyles. Sponsored by Student Activities.
Awareness Week and to promote responsible choices
Contact Rec. Sports for information.

ALCOHOL AWARENESS PLEDGE_£ARD

concerning the use or non-use of alcoholic beverages,
I
agree
Thursday, October 17th:
7 P.M.
"A Lesson in Risk Reduction: How Can to abstain from all alcoholic beverages for the time
They Sue Me If I Don't Have Any
period of Monday, October 14th, 8:00 A.M. to Friday,
Money?' JMU Prof. Mark Usry presents
October 18th, 3:00 P.M.
his nationally acclaimed program! 105
Business Bldg. Sponsored by BACCHUS.

Signed
(circle one) Faculty

Student
Friday, October 18th:
Staff
3-11 P.M.
TRONMAN Hoops Tournament"
Grab a bunch of your buddies and head
♦Complete this form and submit it to the information Desk in Warren Campus
down to Godwin to watch the fun as ten
Center
by 8:00 P.M. Monday, October 14th. Receive your "That's What Friends
teams go head to head. Sponsored by
BACCHUS, Golden Key, and the community Are For" button and wear it all week to be eligible for over 50 prizes.

EtACOHUS

Watch for your name in The Breeze as a "That's What Friends Are For" supporter.
Saturday, October l»th: IRONMAN Tournament Finals
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CLASSIC CALVIN & HOBBES/tf/7/ Watterson
ViANT

TOG0SJ*1JJHKJH&

YUTHME?

THE FAR SAUE/Gary Larson

SPELUHWN&? "WERE ARtNT
ANY CA.YES AEOJHD HERE.'

TOO BAD. 191 ON SUMMER
VACATION, SO i" GET TO
STAX HOME AND DO
_,
WHATEVER IV^ANT.y

VIEU..G& OFF AND JOIN
THE RAT RACE? MOM AND
r ABE RACKING UP IDTS
Of EXPENSES.'

I JUST DC THAT TO
UEU? WlM APPRBHATE THE
WEEKENDS MORE.

/
Durango, Mexico, circa 1880: Juan Sanchaz erulaM
through town on the Nrat low-rider.

\0-M

BUT »TS THE HUMIDITY
THAT BEAUX SETS TO ME

THEN YOU'D BETTER
GET GUT QUICK.

■H'^x**

"You should hear him!... First he howls and growls
at me and rfien he thinks he can make everything OK
by scratching me behind the ears."

CAMPUS UFE/Chris DeCarlo
YbOflE. US4Nfi

AflareftcuP.

I POPCOT IT.

EUJCH; i JUST ourr oe wnrw*
V*1U SONOMA WMo oMuXXfcuure
-r* 6acm JUST SO MC eour> iw*/» at*

\ ffT >W NBMlhOUkUT-nielfi rtUftS
wouco AlffcT You* (OUff.

EaemMua'?
I new -tuoourr
IVtfD A-t^Ur?
IbAdttTt

^2.
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The Breeze is now hiring for an
account executive position!
Approximately 15 hours per week; no
sales experience is required. Come
join our advertising sales team. Just
send a resume and cover letter to:
•'

Kevin D. Hall
Business Manager
The Breeze
Anthony-Seeger Hall

Deadline for applications is October 16.

KURD

Monday

OcfoQe r

Tuesday

Wednesday

Movie:
Defending
Your Life
7 & 9:30 p.m.

Movie:
Buddies
4 p.m.
Defending
Your Life
7 & 9:30 p.m.

,-N

Thursday

Friday

Movie:
Something
Wicked This
Way Comes
7 & 9:30 p.m.

Movie:
Terminator II
7 & 9:30 p.m.

en—a

Saturday

Sunday

3"
Movie:
Terminator II
7 & 9:30 p.m.

Movie:
The Man
With Two
Brains
7:30 p.m.

Movies are $1.50 w/ID $2.00 w/out. Sunday movies are FREE! In Grafton-Stovall. Call UPB Hotline, x6504.

>uu

Don't Forget!"
Riptide every Wednesday at 12:15 p.m. in the Highlands Room, WCC. Come and talk with JMU
Football Coach Rip Scherer!!! The winner of, the Riptide Raffle is Joe Russo.
CONGRATULATIONS!!!

Coming Soon...
October 14- Eugene "Mercury" Morris will speak about his career and problems with drugs. 8 p.m.
in the PC Ballroom.

HOMECOMING. OCL 24

THE SMITHEREENS

Yes Folks, they are really coming, ruptured appendix or not!!! 8 p.m. at the
Convocation Center
Thanks to the ROTCfor their help with the Kentucky Headhunters concert.

fobu'vtoP
J ^
._ M^
WAUT ^ ^!j£ *?L
C
^^^r-ivri\
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TORRENT
- 4 BR 2 bath. My
furnished W/D. WC, cable, groat condition
1160 per BR Avattbte immediately. Call
coeect (703) 6700523.
Tired of Campue La*? Sub-tot for spring,
Ode MB. Cal Mefssa 564 1856. Prico

Spring Leases Available
Or Move In Today
$210-$215/month
FuNy furnished
Wak to campus
Call today!

Earn Fabulous Froa spring break vacation
whie meeting new people & earning cash.
Work at your own pace. Energetic, highly
mouvaed individuals needed. Cal Bob al
Campus Hoidays, (800) 627-4781. between 5
pm*10pm,CST
Sal Ceai Product To Coal People National aerial photography company is hiring
fuwpart lime pecplo. Makt $20-$30mr. Work
whan you want. Vehicle needed. Cal Brooke
Chaplin, 433 9721
Oawnaa Jafia - W00-t2,0OO/mo. Summar.
year-round, al counlrios, al fields. Free into.
Wrte IX, PO Bon 52-VA04, Corona Dal Mar.
CA 92621
Wo Need one arkcutete parson to help us
contact our corporate clients around the
country a make them aware ol a new product.
We sal tramrig Urns 1 programs. This is not
a high-pressure job. 15 hrsJweek. $S.50Vhr.
Rest* schedule. Need someone with good
people skits. Casual working environment.
Walking dsaance from JMU. Cal 433-5640, or
apply In parson at 122 & Main. Boom 206.

Coldwell Banker
434-1173
Largo 3 M Houoo - Doolgnor Uchan,
backyard, al utttes Indudad. W/0.2 tomatos
to ohara wo* ono. Karon. 432-9348, or Linda,
289-5055, after 5pm.

Foobroof rtmdrotebtj - For your fraternity,
sorority, learn or other campus organfcation.
AbsokJtely no investment required Act now
tor the chance to win a Caribbean cruise and
fabulous praasl Cal (800) 950-8472, art 50.

F0« SALE
CiwsKirTaote $50.5640386. ask tor Ktn.
1177 Otaewofeaa - Ugty but runt greatl
$298. Cal (h) 433-3646, (w) 434^224.
Sptoet-Contob
Itttpontfata party to make tow monthly
payments on piano. Can be seen ktcsJy. Cal
Mr. What at (800) 327-3345.0x1.101.
- rtow strings,
condtion. Only $125 John, x5163

great

1M7 Hyundai 5-speed, 50.000 mL.
AWFMrcaseette, sunroof. Good conditon,
need to set. $3,000. (703) 858-2710. ask tor
Stave.

HELP WANTED
Earn MM a Free Tripe seffng spring break
packages to Bahamas, Mexico. Jamaica,
Florida! Best trips 8 prices! Spring Break
Travel, (800) 6388786.

to

operate

entertainment show. Excetsnt pay! Wil train.
Must be 21. dean cut outgoing 8 have
ratable transportation. Cal DJ Entertainment
4344357.
No Gimmicks - Extra income now! Envelope
stuffing. $600-$800 every week. Free details:
SASE to Brooks International, Inc., P.O. Box
680605. Orlando, FL, 32868.

TerrMc Typist - Fat, accurate, rush jobs,
near JMU, cal 434-4332.
Karate For Man a Weatsn - Clan size
Mad. 2 tree ceases par person. Mon. A
Wed. 7-830 pm Wresting Room. Godwin
Hal Head instructor-^ Coflman, 5th
degree Black Bet. Cal 4348824.

KE - We had a Mast hobbin' at the knob wlh
you guysl Thanks! Love, ALT.
Tutor*, Tutors, Tutors - The Center tor
Service Learning needs tutors. Call CSL office
atx6366
AT - WeYe back In black I white! What tfya
know?
Free Spring Break Trips
to students or
student organizations promoting
our Spring Break packages
Good pay * fun.
Call CMI. (800) 423-5284.
— to Working on programs ««
poetical comecSan Jimmy Thgte or Native
American Dors Leader Charge? Global
Awareness
4
Contemporary
Issues
CorrrtBee masting of UPB. Mon., Oct 7, 7
pm. KeezeH G-2
Proareottoe Dance - Friday. Oct. 11.8 pm.
WCC. Highland Room. J3.
Frotft Pizza
AM Seniors!
Senior Class Meeting
Wednesday. Oct. 9,1991
Valey RoornVWCC. 9 pm
Come & help plan your
graduation party!
HI, CTA, riKA - We had a blast wring on
you whee we were al conscious! Thanks, I
was great! £K
This Week (My - Yearbook photos.
Anthony-Seeger, 216. 9-5. Sign up before
picture. Doni waste another trinute. Sign up
now!

fcafc^jia]
Adoption - Loving couple unable to have
children wishes to adept an Want Cal Tom
or Judy cofect, (703) 534-2033.
*n - Language Honor Society wants you!
See costers In Keazet
Buying 1 Setting - Quality baseball cards.
#1 card shop in area. 20.000 back-issue
comics. Virginia Cards 8 Comics, located in
Rodo/s Antique Mil. 10 mL south of
Harrisonburg on Rt 11. 2340432 or
434-5040.
Give the Gift of Ufe
Blood!
The Red Cross will be
conducting a Wood drive in the
PC Ballroom, sponsored by the
CSC on Oct. 9, 11 am-4 pm

Way To Go Mason, Kim A Prissy. ZTA's
cross country goddesses!

Cllp-N-Ssvs $.50
Bring In this ad tor $.50
off any regular prfcead
sandwich & fry combo
Burger Park, U.S.A.
Yearbook Photos For Undorcltiiitn Now through Oct 11. Anthony-Seeger, 216,9
am-5 pm. Sign up a AS 216 prior to photo.
An Ode To 818 - You wonderful kicking
machine. You kick with such ease-our hearts
you do please-we long to be near you,
Stringbeani
ZTA hopes our sister sorority EEE has a
marvelous semester!
Seniors - Class meeting Wed. Oct 9.
Highlands Room, 8pm. Free pizza!
Dees Gamma loves their pledges! You guys

I Attention December Graduates
Graduation apparel and announcements will be on sale
in the Tidewater Room in the ^Jvarren Campus Center
from 8:30 - 4:00 November 4th and 5th. You will not
need to preorder; you can purchase apparel and
announcements at the above location on one of the
dates listed above.
A representative from the announcements company
will be available for you to order name cards and/or
I thank you notes.
ORDER FORMS ARE AVAILABLE AT THE BOOKSTORE.
!■■■■■■■■■■■!

■ Ml

Undarcktemenl Take 15 minutes to go to
Anthony Seeger 216 & get your picture taken
tor the yearbook. Now-Oct 11, 9 am-5 pm.
Sign up prior to photo.

0 - Would you like dinner Thursday
night? S.
Mercer, Adelaide, a Anne - Congrats on
your KX Little Sister bids!

XX, 221. * T1KA - 'Graffiti' has taken on
new meaning! Thanks so much lor Saturday
night! Love. ZetaTau Alpha!

Don't Be Lazy.
Go get your picture taken.
Your yearbook s free, so
make sure you're in it
Anthony Seeger 216
Mow-Ocl11,9am-5pm.
Sign up |ust before photo

EAE - Get psyched tor Anchorspiash, Oct.
14-20. Love, your AT coaches.
A Great Deal on a great deal of food BBO,
Chicken or Fish Sandwich, Regular Crispy
Fry, Apple Pie* 22 oz. soft drink. On* $2 99
♦ tax at Burger Parkl
- You're everything I
hoped tor. you're everything I need. You are
so beautiful to me. Love, the Abatross
Master Bartending Academy
Learn how to mix drinks for
yourself A your friends.
Al students efcgjble
Classes oonvenientty located
on campus.
Cal 568-2050 •Off-campus f
Curious? Golden Key information table,
WCC, Tuesday. 10/8. Be there!
Greeks. Need Jewefey? - In stock, Greek &
Thee. 434-2718.
i On Out! - To Harmony's Coming Out
Workshop. Tuss.. Oct. 8, 6-8 pm. WCC.
Massanutten Room. (National Coming Out
Day. Fn,Oct. 11)

M G. - The calendar says we've been a year
together, but my heart says it lears kka
forever. You know you're most important in
myfa.ssyyoulbsmywaa.
Zeta Tau Atoke hopes everyone had tun
during ParenrtWeekendl
PS.M- I kw*you. Russet.
NaWfe — MPpV BBMRBBBM BlX ftKTlflfTl)§f. OOfU
abuse Biyf Love. Mfcheto.
DJ For Hke - Great party enter! arnmenii
Professional DJ since 1965. Special cofego
rates! Lights/smoke available. Cal National
LVs, 4330 360
iVeMctss A Real Estate to support
local chantws. Tax deduct**.. Charity
Foundation, Inc.. 501(c)(3). 2122 Port
Repubhc
Road.
Harnsonburg,
(703)
434-7787.

University Spirit
Greek Sportswear
Wed. * Thurs.. Oct 9 4 10
WCC Patio
Sponsored by
Pi Sigma Epsiton

-Carefulon that bike! We luvyou-Pck
• Kath.

Doni let your classmates forget
you -get your picture taken for the
Yearbook!
Underclass photos now-Oct 11
Anthony-Seeger, 216, 9-5
Sign up prior to picture

Sbonon - Kentucky. 2tt>. today, today,
today. I never ends-ascend 8 overcome,
Jesus, 12 strings, Crayola, John. Nebraska.
Oregon-zowie

AXA - Get psyched lor Anchorspiash. Love,
your AT coaches

Greek 8 That - 434-2718. Lavakars. charms,
chains in stock.

- Class meeting Wed, Oct. 8,
Highlands Room. 8 pm. Free pizza!

Congrats) Shannon Smith is finally engaged
Love you lots, roommates.

A Loving, CM die at Physician 8 wife wish
to adopt an infant or twins Call colect. Juke 8
Ray, (202) 364-2428.
Thanks to Delta Sigma Pi, Phi Chi Theta 6
Alpha Kappa Psi lor coming out to the farm
party! Pi Sigma Epsiton.
Attention!
British
professor
Patrick
Spotliswood will be speaking Thurs.. Oct 10.
a 4:30 in the Experimental Theatre. Al
students welcome, especially those who have
gone or are going to study in London.

«

Making A Decision about an unplanned
pregnancy wont be easy. First, give yourself
a little time. Look a al your options from all
the angles. Weigh the pros 8 cons carefully
Above al, be honest with yoursel. Remember
the best choice is the one that's right for you.
We offer family planning, counseling 8 first
trimester abortion services because we
believe a woman should have a full range of
options available to her. Cal us i we can
heb, confidentially, of course. Hagerstown
Reproductive
Services.
Hagerstown.
Maryland. (301) 733-2400. colect cats
accepted

THE LOOK
PROFESSIONAL HAIR DESIGNERS
TANNING SALON

10% OFF Perm
for Long Hair w/Dena
10% OFF Color w/Mary Joe
Bring Coupon
Please call for appointment

Corner University Blvd
& Reservoir St

expires Nov. ut

433-1999

,»

^^^w^

'-■■'P
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With
-<*>>

The Best Pizza in Town ... ffmtt

THIS WEEK!!!

■i

, "■

Jfr. Gam's offers many lowfat, low sodium, nutritious
toppings. Your choice of any three of tbe following:
• Fresh tomato chunks •Broccoli
•Bell pepper
•Mushrooms
• Onion
•Pineapple
• Green or Black Olives • Cheddar Cheese
<£#» $7.00 FOR A MEDIUM, PLUS 2 FREE DRINKS
QP^ $9.00 FOR A LARGE, PLUS 4 FREE DRINKS

433-0606
Delivery: 11 AM - 1 AM Sunday - Thursday
$

6

$

7

11 AM-2 AM Friday & Saturday
$

8

$

9

ONE TOPPING
MEDIUM PIZZA &
2 FREE DRINKS
Original orPan Perfect

THREE TOPPING
MEDIUM PIZZA &
2 FREE DRINKS
Original orPan Perfect

ONE TOPPING
LARGE PIZZA &
4 FREE DRINKS
OrigtnalOnfy

THREE TOPPING
LARGE PIZZA &
4 FREE DRINKS
Original Only

Delivery or Take-Out
No Coupon Necessary

Delivery or Take-Out
No Coupon Necessary

Delivery or Take-Out
No Coupon Necessary

Delivery or Take-Out
No Coupon Necessary

